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Ad Runs Statewide, Highlights Russ’s Plan to Build an Economy that Works for
Everyone, not just CEOs. Johnson would make sure Multi-Millionaires like himself get
ahead.

  

  

MIDDLETON - Today, Russ for Wisconsin launched a new radio ad titled “Everyone.” The
1-minute ad runs statewide and contrasts Sen. Johnson’s years in Washington protecting
corporate CEOs and multi-millionaires like himself with Russ’s vision for an economy that works
for everyone.

  

LISTEN to the ad here .

  

The ad opens with Russ traveling the state, knocking on doors, and listening to the concerns of
Wisconsinites in every community. And what he hears from Wisconsinites in all 72 counties is
the same: “We need an economy that works for people like me.”

  

But right now, Washington politicians are only working for multi-millionaires and corporate CEOs
like Senator Johnson while the middle class and working families of Wisconsin fall behind. And
Senator Johnson has no plans to change that.

  

That’s because Sen. Johnson only looks out for corporate special interests and the billionaire
insiders funding his reelection bid. Senator Johnson has a consistent record in Washington of
supporting bad trade deals and tax breaks for companies that ship Wisconsin jobs overseas.
This agenda may benefit Senator Johnson and his wealthy backers, but it’s failed Wisconsin’s
middle class and working families.

  

Russ will build an economy that works for everyone: he’ll fight to close corporate loopholes,
oppose bad trade agreements that ship Wisconsin jobs overseas, work to make college more
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https://youtu.be/APKY0CVkp4Y
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affordable, and work for better job training programs.

  

LISTEN to “Everyone” here .
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https://youtu.be/APKY0CVkp4Y

